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HOOMD-blue overview
• Highly-Optimized, Object-oriented Many-particle Dynamics,
blue edition
• Open-source GPU-accelerated, written in CUDA/C++/Python
• Developed at UofM by Joshua Anderson (lead-developer) since
March 2007 / CUDA 0.8 beta
• Initial 0.60 release February 2008
!
!
!

!
!
!

J. A. Anderson, C. D. Lorenz, A. Travesset
General purpose molecular dynamics simulations fully implemented on graphics !
processing units, Journal of Computational Physics 227 (2008), 5342–5359.!

!

• April 2014: HOOMD-blue 1.0 - multi-GPU
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Applications of HOOMD-blue

A

Observed Janus particle phases
To analyze the phase behavior of Janus particles we have to rst
identify the types of structures accessible to the system. In the
isotropic case explored in Fig. 2 and 3, the two main structures
observed were a disordered uid and a close-packed solid. In
this work we study Janus particles with Janus balance values, as
dened in the Theory section, of a ¼ 105" , 115" , 125" , and 135" .
The chosen Janus balance values correspond to area coverages

B

Mahynsk, A. Nat. Comm. 2014

transition is provided by the g(r) (Figure 3b, bottom), which
Glaser et al. Macromolecules
shows a disordered distribution 2014
for the liquid and distinct peaks

for the ordered structure in I-tric(R). A snapshot of a C-tric
phase for N = 512 NC and λ = 0.66 is shown in Figure 4. Two

Nano Letters

Figure 4. Snapshot of f-star C-tric at λ = 0.66 and packing fraction ϕ =
0.45 for isotropic pressure. There are two orientational domains found
within the crystal, drawn as blue and red. Purple cubes are part of
defects which do not follow the red or blue domains. The polymer is
hidden for clarity. (Top right) Unit cell for C-tric showing blue cube
orientation. (Bottom right) Deﬁnition of the primitive vectors.

Knorowski, C. and Travesset, A. JACS 2014

Figure 1. (a) Representation of the three NC systems studied in this
paper: hard, f-star, and standard hybridization. (b) Cartoon of NC
Z⃗ . (c) Example
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we do behavior in nano-manipulatio
affect
DNA
not expect the two systems to have exactly the same behavior.
investigated in future studies.
The fact that coexistence densities and pressures are very close
to a benchmark system gives us condence in the use of the
sedimentation equilibrium methodology to be used in anisotropic interaction systems.

655

allowed; see Figure 5 for snapshot and the ideal Gauss map in
Figure 2. The typical anisotropic pressures that develop in the
A-bcc (R) and B-bcc are shown in Figure 6b.
Phases with anisotropic pressure are only found in
simulations with up to 128 NCs, but we note that we did
not attempt to simulate larger systems (using the NPE
ensemble with Berendsen thermostat) as it is technically
challenging to stabilize large anisotropic pressures. However,
because we repeatedly obtained such phases regardless of
compression rates, these phases are stable and not an artifact of
the boundary conditions.
The rotational diﬀusion coeﬃcients Da (deﬁned in eq 3) are
plotted in Figure 7. It is clear that the NCs rotate considerably,
and this is denoted with (R), rotator phases, in the phase
diagram Figures 3 and 6. The variations of f6, f4, Da, and Qαβ as
functions of packing fraction are shown in Figure 7. The hard
NCs systems show a transition from an I-liquid to a C-sc with
no evidence for an intermediate liquid crystalline cubatic phase
within ϕ = 0.52−0.56 (Figure 3), in disagreement with19,20 but
consistent with the presence of vacancies recently reported in
ref 21, although the system sizes investigated are smaller.
We ﬁnd that there is signiﬁcant competition between
orientational and positional order in these systems. The system
either has bcc positional order which allows for four

Beltran-Villegas et al. Soft Matter 2014
dx.doi.org/10.1021/ja406241n | J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2014, 136, 653−659
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Fig. 1. (Left) Snapshot pictures taken before (A),
(green) and the 41 (red) knots interchange position
Simplified representation.

Trefz, B. et al. PNAS 2014
Trefz et al.
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75+ peer-reviewed publications using HOOMD-blue as of August 2014!
>300 citations of 2008 paper (ISI)
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.. in the Glotzer group
Molecular Dynamics

Tethered nanorods!
Rigid-body dynamics
Nguyen, T. D. et al., ACS Nano 4, 2585-94 (2010)

Tethered nanospheres!
Langevin dynamics
Phillips, C. L. et al., Soft Matter 6, 1693 (2010)

Surfactant coated surfaces !
Dissipative particle dynamics

Self-propelled colloids!
Non-equilibrium MD

Pons-Siepermann, I. C., Soft matter 6 3919 (2012)

Nguyen N., Phys Rev E 86 1, 2012

Monte Carlo

Truncated Tetrahedra!
Hard particle MC
Damasceno, P. F. et al., ACS Nano 6, 609 (2012)

Interacting nanoplates!
Hard particle MC with interactions
Ye X. et al., Nature Chemistry cover article (2013)

Arbitrary polyhedra!
Hard particle MC
Damasceno, P. F. et al., Science 337, 453 (2012)

Hard disks - hexatic!
Hard particle MC
Engel M. et al., PRE 87, 042134 (2013)
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FIG. 3 (color online). Values of χ e N at the ODT vs N̄, for all
simulations. Bead-spring model results are shown as open
Glaser, J., Medapuram, P., Beardsley, T. M., Matsen, M. W., & Morse, D. C.!
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Universality
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Melts. PRL,
113, 068302
(2014)
for N ¼ 20, 30, 40, 60, 90, 120, and 180 are filled gray circles.
The short-dashed curve is the empirical fitTHE
in G
Eq.
(3), the
solid
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Virus capsid particles

Crystalline self-assembly of
4096 hard convex polyhedra!
(virus capsids)
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GPU Molecular Dynamics in 1 slide
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But this is all you need to write.

from hoomd_script import *!
!
init.read_xml(filename=‘init.xml’)!
!
lj = pair.lj(r_cut=2.5)!
lj.pair_coeff.set('A', 'A', epsilon=1.0,!
sigma=1.0)!
!
integrate.mode_standard(dt=0.005)!
integrate.nvt(T=1.2, tau=0.5)!
!
run(10e3)

THE GLOTZER GROUP

14x
one K40 GPU vs one 10c Xeon E5-2680v2

100x over a single CPU core

1/7 the power consumption

5x perf/$

Features in HOOMD-blue v1.0
Integration
Pair forces
• NVT (Nosé-Hoover)
• Lennard Jones
• NPT
• Gaussian
• NPH
• CGCMM
• Brownian Dynamics
• Morse
• Dissipative Particle Dynamics
• Table
• NVE
• Yukawa
• FIRE energy minimization
• PPPM electrostatics
• Rigid body dynamics
• Orientation-Averaged Ewald
(code not publicly available)
Snapshot formats
•
•
•
•

MOL2
DCD
PDB
XML

Simulation types
• 2D and 3D
• Triclinic box
• Replica exchange (via script)

Jha, P. K. et al., Journal of Chemical
Theory and Computation 6, 3058-3065
(2010)

Many-body forces
• EAM

Bond forces
• Harmonic
• FENE
• Table
Angle forces
• Harmonic
• CGCMM
• Table
Dihedral/Improper forces
• Harmonic
• Table

Hardware support
• All recent NVIDIA GPUs
• Multi-GPU with MPI!
• Multi-CPU with MPI

THE GLOTZER GROUP

Next up, Hard particle Monte Carlo
H

#P04

[100]

β-Mn
cP20 (A13)
Damasceno et al., Science (2012)

Damasceno, P. F. et al., ACS Nano 6, 609 (2012)

Damasceno et al., Science (2012)

Engel M. et al., PRE 87, 042134 (2013)

• Hard Particle Monte Carlo plugin
for HOOMD-blue
• 2D Shapes
• Disk
• Convex (Sphero)polygon
• Concave polygon
• Ellipse
• 3D Shapes
• Sphere
• Ellipsoid
• Convex (Sphero)polyhedon
• NVT and NPT ensembles
• Frenkel-Ladd free energy
• Parallel execution on a single GPU
• Domain decomposition across
multiple nodes (CPUs or GPUs)

THE GLOTZER GROUP

Overlap checks

Separating planes

~r

• Disk/sphere - trivial
• Convex polygons - separating axis
• Concave polygons - brute force
• Spheropolygons - XenoCollide/GJK
• Convex polyhedra - XenoCollide/GJK
• Ellipsoid / Ellipse: Matrix method
• Compute delta in double, convert to
single for expensive overlap check

XenoCollide/GJK

⊖

=
1001.842 - 1000.967 = 0.875

THE GLOTZER GROUP

Easy and flexible to use

from hoomd_script import *!
from hoomd_plugins import hpmc!
!
init.read_xml(filename=‘init.xml’)!
!
mc = hpmc.integrate.convex_polygon(seed=10, d=0.25, a=0.3);!
mc.shape_param.set('A', vertices=[(-0.5, -0.5), (0.5, -0.5),!
(0.5, 0.5), (-0.5, 0.5)]);!
!
run(10e3)

THE GLOTZER GROUP

4x
one K40 GPU vs one 10c Xeon E5-2680v2

40x over a single CPU core

1/2 the power consumption

1.4x perf/$

MC performance scaling
GPU: Tesla K20X, CPU: Xeon E5-2680 (XSEDE Stampede)

Trial moves / s

109

108

107

106

29x

1

2

N=1,048,576
N=65,536
N=4,096

4

8

16

32

64

128

256

512

GPU
GPU
GPU

CPU
CPU
CPU

1024 2048 4096

P - GPUs/CPU cores
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Summary capabilities

• Fast, versatile, easy-to-use Molecular Dynamics
on GPUs and CPUs
!

• Open-source, download from
http://codeblue.umich.edu/hoomd-blue
!

• HOOMD 2.0: Hard particle Monte Carlo

THE GLOTZER GROUP

Accelerators in HPC
no accelerators

Advent
of of
GPUs
in HPC
Advent
Accelerators

Intel Xeon Phi

Performance
accelerators
Performance share
share ofofaccelerators
in
in TOP500
supercomputers
the Top500
systems

Nvidia Kepler

18.1%

16.2%

Nvidia Fermi

courtesy of D.K. Panda, OSU

VSCSE-Day3

TOP500 Nov ‘13
5
slide courtesy of D.K. Panda
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Titan (#2 TOP500) at Oak Ridge National Laboratories

Cray XK7, 18,688 compute nodes 512 XIO service nodes
3D-torus Cray Gemini interconnect!
Node configuration: 16-core 2.2 GHz AMD Opteron 6274, 32 GB ECC DDR3 SDRAM and
NVIDIA Kepler K20X card connected via PCI-e2.0
THE GLOTZER GROUP

Scaling bottlenecks in spatial domain decomposition

4-8 cores

6 GB/s
CPU

CPU

Network
Latency
6 GB/s
GPU

2880 cores
GPU Memory 250 GB/s

GPU

THE GLOTZER GROUP

Latency optimizations

asynchronous execution

Profile of 1 MD time step

MPI
GPU

Comm

Pair

NVT

pack

Comm
Thermo

Collective

unpack

Pair

50 μs

pack/unpack on GPU

auto-tune kernel

• Launch latency (many kernels)!
• Communication latency (PCIe, Infiniband)!
• Synchronization latency (MPI collectives, many ranks)
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Strong Scaling of a LJ Liquid (N=10,976,000)

Timesteps per second (TPS)

(f) N = 10M
HOOMD-blue
v0.11.3-1262-ga5018bf
HOOMD-Blue
(v22.4-1262-ga5018bf)
LAMMPS
GPU
Single
Precision
LAMMPS11Nov13
11Nov13,
GPU
Single
Precision

1000

100
HOOMD-blue: 1 MPI rank/node
LAMMPS: up to 16 ranks/node

10
4

8

16
32
64 128 256 512 1024 2048
No. of nodes (= No. of GPUs)
Benchmarks courtesy of Trung Nguyen, ORNL
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Weak scaling up to 108,000,000 particles
1 ¥ 104
5000

Ê
‡

HOOMD-blue v0.11.3-1274-g66d05a8
LAMMPS 11Nov13 Single Precision

TPS
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Ê
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8
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64
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No. of nodes H=no. of GPUsL
32,000 particles/GPU
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Scaling efficiency
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80% efficiency for 250,000 ptls/GPU
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Remote Direct Memory Access
System
Memory

RDMA with CUDA 5/6

le communication
and other PCI-E

ter can directly read
U device memory

CPU

Chip
set

GPU

InfiniBand

through the host

GPU
Memory

ter asynchronous
n

GPUDirect RDMA

PICH2-GDR 2.0b is available for users
THE GLOTZER GROUP

Wilkes cluster (#2 Green 500) at University of Cambridge

Dell T620 Cluster, 128 nodes, 3631 MFLOP/W!
Intel Xeon E5-2630v2 6C 2.600GHz!
Node configuration: 2x Infiniband FDR, 2x NVIDIA K20
THE GLOTZER GROUP

HOOMD with GPUDirect RDMA
3000
2500

LJ liquid 64K

TPS

2000
1500
1000
500
0

4

8

16

32

64

No. of GPUs (= No. of nodes)
GDR

GDR Loopback

XSEDE Stampede GPU partition (Host Memory)

GDR FastCopy

Host Memory

MVAPICH2 2.0 GDR data!
courtesy of D.K. Panda and Rong Shi, OSU
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Summary

• Multi-GPU support in HOOMD 1.0 enables largescale simulations
• Strong Scaling is latency-limited, works on 1000’s
of GPUs
!

• GPUDirect RDMA is a promising technology, and
MPI3 RMA may be the way to fully take
advantage of it

THE GLOTZER GROUP

URL & Outlook
http://codeblue.umich.edu/hoomd-blue

HOOMD 1.1+:!
• Anisotropic pair potentials
• Multi-GPU rigid bodies
• … your feature!

Questions?
THE GLOTZER GROUP

